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Karlsson

welcome to the 2010 ud ME News. In 

addition to the new design, we have added 

some new features, including a report that 

highlights the work of two research centers 

and three individual researchers.

i’m really pleased to report that despite the economic 

downturn that our state and our nation have experienced over 

the past year, our department has set some exciting records. 

We currently have more than 500 students enrolled in  

our undergraduate program, and we have achieved this  

record number without sacrificing the quality of our 

matriculated students.

We also had a record-high level of research funding during 

the past fiscal year, up more than 30 percent from the previous 

year. The latest budget report shows that we are on track  

for a similar increase this year. some of our research is featured 

in this newsletter, but to find out more please visit us here  

on campus in newark or at www.me.udel.edu, and follow us 

on Facebook. 

it is also very gratifying for us to see a significant increase in 

contributions from alumni, faculty, staff and friends over the 

past year. With these generous gifts, we have increased the 

number of first-year graduate fellowships and significantly 

increased support for undergraduate research. in addition, we 

have initiated a graduate student achievement award based 

on the gift funds, and we hope that next year we can extend 

this to an undergraduate award as well. These fellowships and 

awards make a profound difference for our promising scientist 

and engineering students, so thank you! We hope that you will 

continue to support the department in the future.

 

Best,

anette Karlsson 

P.s.  we hope to see you at the ME event 

on Forum and reunion weekend (6/4). 

read more on p.4!
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Buchanan Named  
George w. Laird Professor
by Diane KuKich

thomas s. Buchanan, deputy dean of the ud college 

of Engineering and former chair of ME, has been 

appointed George w. Laird Professor of Mechanical 

Engineering.  the appointment was effective July 1, 

2009, and Buchanan delivered his inaugural lecture as 

named professor on March 4, 2010.

“Tom Buchanan is an internationally renowned scholar and one  

of the most highly respected members of the University of 

Delaware faculty,” said then-Provost Dan rich in announcing  

the appointment.

Buchanan’s research interests include muscle coordination 

modeling, medical imaging, knee stability and osteoarthritis,  

and kinetic and electromyography patterns after aCl injury.

He is president of the american society of Biomechanics and 

a fellow of the american society of Mechanical Engineers, the 

american institute for Medical and Biological Engineering, and 

the american College of sports Medicine. 

The 2008 recipient of the E.a. Trabant award for Women’s Equity, 

Buchanan is credited with playing a key role in the increase  

in women faculty in engineering at UD and with engaging his 

female colleagues in collaborative research.

Buchanan earned his Ph.D. in theoretical and applied mechanics 

from northwestern University.  He joined the UD faculty in 1996, 

served as chair of the Department of Mechanical Engineering 

from 2004 to 2008, and was appointed deputy dean in the 

College of Engineering in 2008. He has also served as academic 

director of UD’s interdisciplinary Biomechanics and Movement 

science (BioMs) Program and director of its Center for 

Biomedical Engineering research (CBEr).

The laird professorship honors the memory of george W. laird, 

who earned a master’s degree in mechanical and aerospace 

engineering at UD in 1971 and was killed in a tragic accident 

in 1977. a graduate fellowship in engineering is also offered in 

laird’s name.

toM bUchAnAn 

delivers his inaugural 

talk as named professor: 

Neuromusculoskeletalicious!
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ME to Hold 6th annual alumni 
career celebration and reunion
by Diane KuKich

ME will hold its 6th annual alumni career celebration and reunion on 

Friday, June 4, from 2:00 – 6:00 p.m., at the roselle center for the arts.  

the event will be held in conjunction with ud’s Forum & reunion weekend.

The forum and reunion format will provide 

an opportunity for attendees to reconnect 

with classmates and faculty as well as to hear 

presentations on engineering careers and how they 

are relevant in the “new” economy.   

The event, which will include ample relaxation and 

networking time, will be kicked off with a welcome 

by department chair anette Karlsson, followed by a 

review of current research and activities in  

the department.  

The alumni career celebration has been notable 

for providing cutting-edge presentations on topics 

such as renewable and alternative energy, global 

engineering business opportunities, and case studies 

such as a behind-the-scenes look at how our alumni 

have played a lead role in forensic engineering 

analysis of the Columbia space shuttle disaster and 

american airlines Flight 587.  

The event will wrap up with presentations of 

Distinguished Career award (DCa) honors to eight 

alumni whose careers are notable by virtue of their 

accomplishments and innovations.

“The DCa class of 2010 brings the number of award 

recipients to 35,” says Bill Wagamon, who chairs 

the selection committee, which applies a rigorous 

process in choosing the awardees. “Past recipients 

range from the class of 1949 to the class of 1995, 

from CEos and physicians to entrepreneurs and 

government researchers.”

“We’re really looking forward to this event and to 

honoring the new DCas,” says Wagamon. “The 

celebration and the award are gaining momentum, 

and we invite all of our alums to attend if they can 

and to keep us up to date on their career changes 

and accomplishments.”

Editor’s Note: Last year’s five DCA recipients were 

not honored at a ceremony because of the swine flu 

scare at UD. This issue of Me news highlights the 

2010 winners and also includes brief bios and photos 

of the class of 2009 (see p.22).
nEW

s!
Plans are well underway for a new 

interdisciplinary science and engineering 

building, known as the “isE lab,” that will be 

constructed at UD with donor support. With 

a goal of engaging students and stimulating 

excitement about science and engineering, 

the 194,000-square-foot building is designed 

to be dynamic, dramatic and distinctive, while 

providing badly needed classroom and lab 

space for a growing number of engineering 

students.For more info, please visit

www.me.udel.edu/alumni
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Burris wins air Force young 
Investigator award

by Diane KuKich

assistant professor david Burris 

is among 37 scientists and 

engineers nationwide selected 

to receive grants totaling  

more than $650,000 over three 

years through the air Force’s 

young Investigator research 

Program (yIP).

The program is open to scientists and engineers at research 

institutions across the United states who have received Ph.D. or 

equivalent degrees in the last five years and show exceptional 

ability and promise for conducting basic research.

Burris plans to conduct research focusing on linking tribofilm 

nanomechanics to the origins of low friction and wear. Tribology, 

Burris’s area of expertise, is the science and technology of such 

phenomena as friction, wear, and lubrication

“This is a very prestigious award,” says ME chairperson anette 

Karlsson, “and the department is lucky to have such an 

outstanding young faculty member as David. i am also very 

pleased to note that this is the second year in a row the 

department has a faculty member receiving this award.”  

assistant professor Erik Thostenson received the award last year.

Burris earned his Ph.D. at the University of Florida, an institution 

widely recognized as a leader in the area of tribology and 

interfacial sciences. shortly after joining the UD faculty in 

september 2008, he was selected to receive the Marshall 

B. Peterson award from the american society of Mechanical 

Engineers (asME). The award is given biennially in recognition  

of early-career achievements and promise for pursuit of research 

in tribology.

The objective of the YiP program is to foster creative basic 

research in science and engineering, enhance early career 

development of outstanding young investigators, and increase 

opportunities for the young investigators to recognize the 

air Force mission and the related challenges in science and 

engineering.

The agency invested more than $14 million in the 2010 program.

UD ME students adam stager (center) and Dan McCarthy 

(not pictured) mentored a team of aberdeen Middle 

school students who won the technical design trophy for 

the best robot design and presentation in the FirsT lego 

league competition at salisbury Middle school on Jan. 9. 

The team qualified to compete in the state competition at 

the University of Maryland. 

nEW
s!

thostenson Joins 
ME Faculty
by Diane KuKich

assistant professor Erik Thostenson 

earned a bachelor’s degree in 

composite materials engineering 

from Winona state University and 

master’s and doctoral degrees from 

UD. His research addresses processing 

and characterization of composite materials, with a focus on 

carbon nanotube and advanced fiber reinforcements. The goal 

of his work is to develop novel multifunctional composites 

and micro/nano mechanics modeling techniques. Thostenson’s 

research has been cited more than 1900 times in the scientific 

literature. in 2008, he was one of just 39 scientists and engineers 

throughout the country to receive three-year research grants 

from the U.s. air Force office of scientific research Young 

investigator research Program. His other honors include the 

Elsevier Young Composites researcher award from the american 

society for Composites and the inaugural Hayashi international 

Memorial award from the Japan society for Composite 

Materials. Thostenson also received the allan P. Colburn Prize for 

outstanding dissertation in the engineering and mathematical 

sciences at UD, the Center for Composite Materials roy l. 

McCullough scholars award for exceptional contributions to 

the literature on composite materials, and the society for the 

advancement of Material and Process Engineering (saMPE) 

outstanding graduate student award.

Tsu-Wei chou

tsu-wei chou is the 

Pierre s. du Pont chair of 

Engineering. read more 

about chou’s research on 

page 16.

chou receives Medal  
of Excellence, Honored  
at symposium
by Diane KuKich

tsu-wei chou, Pierre s. du Pont chair of Engineering, 

received the 2009 Medal of Excellence in composite 

Materials during the 35th anniversary of ud’s center 

for composite Materials (ccM). the anniversary was 

celebrated during the 1st Joint canadian & american 

technical conference on composite Materials.

Co-sponsored by the american society for Composites (asC) and 

the Canadian association for Composite structures and Materials 

(CaCsMa), the conference included a three-day symposium 

honoring Chou for his 40 years of service to the University and his 

pioneering contributions to composites science and technology 

during that period.

“Dr. Chou, one of the founding fathers of CCM, has had a 

distinguished career dedicated to research excellence and 

scholarship and has contributed significantly to the outstanding 

international reputation that CCM enjoys today,” said John W. 

gillespie Jr., CCM director and Donald C. Phillips Professor. “it is 

most fitting that after 40 years of exemplary service, he has won 

the prestigious Medal of Excellence in Composites during the 35th 

anniversary of the founding of CCM.”

“This is a memorable event for everyone at CCM and especially 

for Prof. Chou,” said Michael Chajes, dean of UD’s College of 

Engineering, in welcoming attendees to the conference. “Few 

academic research centers can claim a 35-year history, and Tsu-

Wei has played a major role in CCM’s establishment and growth 

during that period. He is also credited with pioneering and 

sustaining many of the international collaborations that have 

made CCM recognized not only here in the U.s. but throughout 

the world.”

Chou’s research interests are in materials science, applied 

mechanics, fiber composite materials, piezoelectric materials, and 

nanocomposites. During the symposium, he received a unique 

“nano present” from one of his former students, Dr. nyan-Hwa 

Tai (PhD ’89), who  served as Chair of the Materials science and 

Engineering Department at the national Tsing Hua University in 

Taiwan and is now the Vice Provost there.  

Containing the message “To sir With love - To Prof. Chou,” the 

gift is an enlarged micrograph of words written using carbon 

nanotube arrays. “This is very special to me because it showed 

that Dr. Tai recognized my technical interest when he created it,” 

Chou said.

a faculty member in ME since 1969, Chou holds a bachelor’s 

degree in civil engineering from the national Taiwan University, 

a master’s degree in materials science from northwestern 

University, and a doctorate in materials science from stanford 

University. He has served as a visiting professor at universities 

and research institutes in argentina, China, germany, Japan, the 

United Kingdom, and the U.s. in addition, he is an honorary 

research professor of the Beijing University of aeronautics and 

astronautics and the northwestern Polytechnical University of 

China.

a fellow of six professional societies in materials and engineering, 

Chou has received the Charles russ richards Memorial award and 

the Worcester reed Warner Medal from the american society of 

Mechanical Engineers, the Distinguished research award from 

asC, and UD’s Francis alison award. He has also been recognized 

by the institute for scientific information as a highly cited 

researcher.

He has performed composites technology assessments in Europe 

and asia for the office of naval research and the army research 

office, respectively, and he has authored over 300 archival 

journal papers and book chapters in these areas. Chou is the 

author of Microstructural Design of Fiber Composites (Cambridge 

University Press), co-author of Composite Materials and Their Use 

in Structures (Elsevier), and the editor of several other books. He 

is also editor-in-chief of the international journal Composites 

Science and Technology.

Chou joins 28 other internationally renowned composites 

scientists and engineers who have received the Medal of 

Excellence since it was first awarded in 1984 during CCM’s 

decennial celebration.

Designed by Charles Parks, a local sculptor with an international 

reputation, the medal was created to honor those who have 

achieved outstanding leadership in the field of composites. 

recipients are chosen by a committee of past medal winners 

chaired by professor r. Byron Pipes 

of Purdue University, who is credited 

with developing CCM’s industrial 

consortium in the 1970s and 80s.

FacuLty



ME Faculty win udrF Grant for  
Fuel cell research
aDapTeD froM an arTicle by Tracey bryanT (uDaily, Jan. 28, 2010)

two ME faculty members—assistant professor Joshua Hertz and 

professor ajay Prasad—have received funding from the university 

of delaware research Foundation (udrF) to support their work 

in the development of a novel fuel cell. the grant was awarded 

through udrF’s 2009 strategic initiatives grants competition.

Fuel cells convert hydrogen and oxygen into water, producing electricity  

in the process. However, fuel cells are hampered by the fact that their waste 

product—water—can collect at the electrodes, reducing power output,  

an effect called “flooding.” 

Hertz and Prasad are devising a novel fuel cell that uses two electrolytes:  

one that conducts hydrogen ions and another that conducts hydroxide ions. 

The water byproduct collects in a porous membrane at the interface of the 

two electrolytes rather than at the electrodes, thus eliminating flooding. 

Through collaboration with the intellectual Property Center within UD’s office 

of Economic innovation and Partnerships (oEiP), a non-provisional patent 

application has been filed.

Chartered in 1955, UDrF is a non-profit, tax-exempt corporation that supports 

fundamental research in all fields of science at the University. it is governed by 

a research committee of scientists, physicians, and engineers. The grants, which 

are merit-based and administered by the UD research office, focus on assisting 

untenured early-career, tenure-track UD faculty.

The UDrF strategic initiatives grants specifically support collaborative projects 

focusing on one of the three research areas emphasized in the University’s 

Path to Prominence strategic plan: life and health sciences, energy, and the 

environment.

The two-year, $35,000 awards include $25,000 in UDrF funding, which is 

matched by $5,000 from the provost and $5,000 from the faculty member’s 

respective dean.

“Each project focuses on a strategic priority for the University and involves 

both a junior and senior investigator, a collaboration that is designed to 

provide faculty who are early in their careers with valuable mentoring from  

a veteran researcher,” said Mark Barteau, senior vice provost for research  

and strategic initiatives.
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This research report highlights the work of two 

research centers—the Center for Biomedical 

Engineering Research and the Center for Fuel  

Center Research—as well as three individual 

researchers—Professors Tsu-Wei Chou, Lian-Ping 

Wang, and Bert Tanner. 

Four high school students from the Charter 

school of Wilmington (CsW) spent the 

summer working on UD’s infant mobility 

project, led by sunil agrawal (ME) and 

Cole galloway (physical therapy). Pictured 

are, from left, CsW student allaa Megeid, 

UD undergrads Jie ge and Manasa sridhar, 

doctoral student Christina ragonesi, and 

CsW students Emily Yang, Ponni Vel and 

Carina Blair.

nEW
s!
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center for 
Biomedical 
Engineering 
research
BY Jill Higginson

include a simple un-motorized device, known as a gravity-

balancing orthosis, which increases range of motion in impaired 

individuals by removing gravity from the joints. another active 

leg exoskeleton is equipped with servo motors and a controller 

to apply forces on the leg to not only improve its motion but also 

maximize learning, or retraining of the brain. implementation 

of these devices is done in conjunction with Profs. John scholz, 

stuart Binder-Macleod and Jill Higginson.

solute transport in the bone lacuna-canalicular system is essential 

to bone and cartilage health, according to liyun Wang. Her niH-

funded project will delineate the transport mechanisms that are 

essential for osteocyte viability and bone mechanotransduction, 

and provide new insights into mass transport in other biological 

and engineered systems such as tissue engineering scaffolds. 

Using a novel microscopic imaging method based on fluorescence 

recovery after photobleaching (FraP), Wang seeks to visualize 

and quantify how rapidly nutrient molecules (which also serve 

as signaling agents) are transferred between cells in living bone. 

results will shed light on the cause and initiation of oa and may 

enable the development of more effective drug therapies to treat 

these debilitating bone and joint diseases.

With collaborators from physical therapy, Jill Higginson is 

leading a study to determine whether weakness several months 

or years following stroke is due to muscle atrophy or impaired 

activation. Coupled experiments and musculoskeletal simulations 

are used to identify factors that limit gait speed post-stroke. The 

development of subject-specific computer simulations is hoped 

to assist rehabilitation professionals in designing treatment 

interventions that address the specific impairments of individual 

stroke survivors.

The broad range of research topics addressed by CBEr faculty and 

graduate students is visible at the annual biomechanics research 

symposium. This year’s symposium is scheduled for May 7, 2010, 

and will feature a keynote lecture by a distinguished leader in 

the field. Details regarding this upcoming event and other CBEr 

efforts are updated regularly at www.cber.udel.edu.

the center for Biomedical Engineering research 

(cBEr) is an interdisciplinary research center  

housed in ME. the cBEr mission is to provide 

engineering science and clinical technology to 

reduce the impact of disease on the everyday life 

of individuals. at the moment, cBEr has 14 current 

studies with funding from federal agencies and 

industry sponsors. Involvement in the center has 

increased to nearly 40 faculty, extending beyond  

ME and representing biology, physical therapy, health, 

nursing, exercise science, and fashion and apparel 

studies! students have become more engaged with 

cBEr through leadership of center activities such  

as the bi-weekly journal club and the annual  

research symposium.

The success of CBEr is also coupled with the development of the 

Delaware Health sciences alliance and Delaware rehabilitation 

institute, recently announced by UD President Patrick Harker, 

and will flourish under new opportunities offered by stimulus 

funding under the american recovery and reinvestment act 

to support collaborative efforts in novel research directions. 

ongoing projects involve a multi-scale, multidisciplinary 

investigation of osteoarthritis as well as several studies of 

stroke rehabilitation modalities including functional electrical 

stimulation, fast treadmill training, and robotic exoskeletons. 

Computational modeling is employed to quantify forces acting 

on musculoskeletal structures and fluid transport in the bone  

lacuna-canalicular system. The collective skill set of the 

collaborating investigators makes a formidable team ideal for 

large-scale research proposals.

Multidisciplinary research in the field of osteoarthritis (oa),  

from the lab bench to the clinic, with a unique focus on 

mentoring Women in science and Engineering (WisE) is currently 

supported with an $11 million grant from the national institutes 

of Health (niH). The scientific goal of this proposal, directed 

by Prof. Thomas Buchanan, is to create the infrastructure and 

expertise base to address the mechanisms of oa, as well as its 

prevention and treatment. The investigators take a unique 

approach to examine oa from the integrated perspectives of 

tissue mechanics, biomechanics, physical therapy and clinical 

intervention. since 2002, at least 54 graduate students and post-

doctoral researchers have been supported by this mechanism.

sunil agrawal is developing robotic exoskeletons embedded 

with a variety of position and force sensors to facilitate gait 

training of individuals recovering from stroke. Current solutions 

Jill higginson

Jill Higginson is an 

assistant professor in 

ME and director of the 

center for Biomedical 

Engineering research.
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Fuel cells have three major application areas: automotive, 

stationary power, and portable electronics. although fuel cells 

have been routinely used in space applications, research activity 

has greatly accelerated in the past decade, and several prototypes 

for fuel cell powered cars, buses, laptops, soldier power, and 

stationary applications have been demonstrated. Despite  

this success, fuel cells face major barriers to commercialization 

including high cost, limited durability, and the lack of a  

hydrogen infrastructure.

The Center for Fuel Cell research was established to address 

these challenges. The Center conducts fundamental research on 

fuel cell and hydrogen infrastructure science and technology 

to improve performance and durability with novel materials, 

architectures, and operating strategies, while enabling 

commercialization with technology transfer to industry. UD 

is ideally positioned for such a center. about 20 faculty in the 

College of Engineering are actively engaged in fuel cell research 

with federal, state and industry funding. Delaware is also home 

center for Fuel 
cell research
BY aJaY K. PrasaD

Fuel cells combine hydrogen and oxygen in an 

electrochemical reaction to directly produce 

electricity. Because electrochemical conversion, 

unlike combustion, is not limited by the carnot 

cycle efficiency, fuel cells are two to three times 

more efficient than internal combustion engines. 

of course, the only product of the reaction 

is water, and so fuel cells are zero emission 

devices. For these reasons, fuel cells offer the 

potential to alleviate major concerns facing 

our nation today including our dependence on 

foreign petroleum, the emission of greenhouse 

gases, and urban air quality.

to major fuel cell/hydrogen infrastructure corporations including 

DuPont, W.l. gore, air liquide, and ion Power. Placement of the 

center at UD facilitates collaboration with these companies and 

gives students the opportunity to participate in multidisciplinary 

fuel cell research and demonstration projects. The center also 

conducts public outreach to educate the community about 

the benefits of fuel cells. For Delaware, the Center creates an 

opportunity for national and international recognition and a 

platform for economic growth.

The polymer electrolyte membrane that is at the heart of fuel 

cells currently requires careful control of hydration, suffers from 

fuel crossover, undergoes cyclical hygrothermal loading which 

can lead to fatigue failure, and demonstrates poor cold-climate 

performance. Furthermore, the membrane cannot operate at 

high temperatures implying that a high loading of precious metal 

catalyst must be employed to overcome activation overpotentials. 

Platinum, which is the catalyst of choice, is susceptible to Co 

poisoning, so the hydrogen fuel must be of very high purity. all 

of these factors are responsible for the high cost and limited 

durability of the membrane electrode assembly. research at the 

center is focused on developing novel polymer membranes for 

improved strength, better freeze-tolerant behavior, and greater 

resistance to fuel crossover. researchers are also developing novel 

tungsten-carbide catalysts, which have shown high tolerance to 

Co poisoning, while providing comparable catalytic activity at a 

fraction of the cost of platinum. other related topics include the 

development of nano-engineered electrodes, alternate catalyst 

supports based on carbon nanotubes, and degradation studies of 

the catalyst layer using XPs and XrD.

Faculty are also engaged in developing mechanics-based models 

for improving the mechanical durability of fuel cell membranes 

during fuel cell operation. They have used experiments to extract 

the mechanical properties of the membrane electrode assembly 

materials and are conducting numerical and analytical modeling 

to elucidate the mechanical response of the membrane as well as 

nanostructure/mechanical response relationships. These studies 

will provide insights on how to alleviate hygrothermal stress in 

fuel cells and control the damage mechanics of freeze-thaw.

Fuel cells use a layer of porous carbon paper on either side of 

the membrane electrode assembly to diffuse reactant gases into 

the electrodes. Carbon paper suffers from several shortcomings 

such as poor electrical and thermal conductivity, liquid water 

retention, and mechanical fragility. Faculty have developed a 

novel porous, metallic-foil gas diffusion layer (patent pending) 

that greatly improves performance, particularly in terms of 

limiting flooding by liquid water, while reducing the fuel cell 

stack size by about 25%. automotive companies have shown 

great interest in this new material. Faculty have also developed 

optimization methods using genetic algorithms to rapidly identify 

and evaluate optimal flow channel geometries within the  

bipolar plates to supply reactants to the electrodes and evacuate 

product water.

at the system level, faculty have developed a unique technique 

that allows simultaneous optical and thermal neutron imaging 

of operating fuel cells. This technique provides quantitative 

information about liquid water and flooding within fuel cells, 

which has led to the identification of optimal materials and 

operating protocols to improve performance and prolong fuel 

cell life. Fuel cell stack performance and durability can also be 

greatly enhanced by monitoring the voltage from each cell in the 

stack and taking remedial action as necessary. a novel cell voltage 

monitoring system for real-time fuel cell stack diagnostics has 

been developed (patent pending).

The center’s most visible project, the UD Fuel Cell Bus Program, 

is aimed at building and demonstrating a fleet of four buses and 

a network of three hydrogen-refueling stations in the state of 

Delaware. To date, we have designed and built two buses and 

are operating them daily on our campus. We have also created 

one hydrogen refueling station with the help of our consortium 

partner, air liquide. The first bus is 22 ft long and can hold 22 

passengers. it is powered by a 19.4 kW stack and is driven by a 

single three-phase aC induction motor rated for 130 kW of peak 

power. The bus incorporates a series-hybrid powertrain that 

employs liquid-cooled ni-Cd batteries with an energy capacity 

of 60 kWh, which enables a smooth power request to the fuel 

cell stack while giving the bus excellent regenerative braking 

capacity. Twin composite 5000 psi tanks mounted on the roof 

store 12.8 kg of hydrogen for a range of about 140 miles. The 

second bus is identical to the first, except that it incorporates a 

dual stack for higher sustained speeds. Future buses will be larger 

(30 to 40 ft) and will employ advanced stacks and lightweight li-

Titanate batteries for efficient hybrid operation.

our buses are equipped with onboard sensors that measure 

voltage, current, reactant flow rate, temperature, pressure and 

humidity, as well as latitude, longitude, and velocity on every 

trip. These data are uploaded in real time with a cellular link so 

that data can be processed continuously. a major achievement of 

the bus program has been the development of a virtual vehicle 

simulator based on a MaTlaB/siMUlinK model. The program 

models every subsystem on the vehicle such as the fuel cell, 

batteries, traction motor, and balance-of-plant. it then uses a 

drive cycle-based, forward-facing model where each subsystem 

is linked using electrical, mechanical, and control signal links 

to produce critical performance outputs such as hydrogen 

consumption and battery state-of-charge. These outputs have 

been successfully validated against actual measurements from 

onboard sensors confirming that the vehicle simulator is a 

robust and reliable design tool. We now have the confidence to 

test new hybrid drivetrain designs such as varying the degree 

of hybridization (for example, doubling the fuel cell stack and 

halving the size of the battery pack) without incurring expensive 

hardware modifications.

a commonly asked question about fuel cells is “Where will 

the hydrogen come from?” although steam reformation of 

natural gas is the cheapest way to make hydrogen today, it 

does not wean us away from fossil fuels. Faculty at the center 

are researching a host of renewable, solar-based methods to 

generate hydrogen. These include two-step thermochemical 

cycles based on zinc oxide, photoelectrochemical methods, and 

photobiological water splitting. although these methods are 

still in the early research stages, a major scientific breakthrough 

can revolutionize the field. Finally, hydrogen, being the lightest 

element, is notoriously difficult to store. Even at pressures of 

10,000 psi, the gravimetric and volumetric storage efficiency is 

poor. in addition, liquefied hydrogen requires highly specialized 

tanks and cryogenic temperatures. such conventional methods 

are unable to meet DoE’s 2010 targets. Hence, faculty are 

exploring new storage methods where hydrogen is absorbed into 

hydride materials at potentially unprecedented storage densities. 

The hydrogen charging process is a rich and complex problem 

involving flow through porous media, heat transfer and  

reaction kinetics.

in summary, the Center for Fuel Cell research supports a wide 

variety of interdisciplinary efforts aimed at addressing some 

of society’s critical energy and environmental needs. students 

enjoy the opportunity to work at the leading edge of clean-

energy technologies that can define their future careers. The 

involvement of industry in the fuel cell research ensures that the 

work is practical and relevant. in turn, the center will translate 

research results back to industry to enable a future where fuel 

cells are affordable and widespread.

aJay prasaD

ajay Prasad is a professor 

in the department of ME 

and director of the center 

for Fuel cell research.
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researchers in a group led by Professor lian-Ping Wang are 

applying an advanced computational approach known as Direct 

numerical simulation (Dns) to probe, understand, and quantify 

physical processes in turbulent multiphase flows relevant to the 

environment. Unlike the traditional computer modeling that is 

aimed at reproducing known physics, Dns generates original data 

for unknown physics utilizing first-principle-based mathematical 

formulations and advanced computing algorithms. For this reason, 

Dns is also known as “computer experiments,” and the work has 

been used by theoreticians and modelers as a benchmark to guide 

the development of their theories and models.

Unlike traditional turbulence modeling, where turbulent 

fluctuations are treated as a random phenomenon, Dns takes 

a fully deterministic view by resolving the small-scale flow 

features. For example, small-scale vortical structures in the 

atmosphere are composed of a collection of worm-like tubes. 

an amazing consequence is that rain droplets and dust particles 

can be thrown out of these tiny vortex tubes and accumulate 

near the edges of these tubes, a phenomenon that is known 

as preferential concentration and was first shown in Dns. The 

researchers then demonstrated that this phenomenon could 

significantly enhance the collision rate among inertial particles 

suspended in a turbulent flow.

about 10 years ago, the group teamed up with Wojciech 

grabowski, a cloud physicist at the national Center for 

atmospheric research (nCar) in Boulder, Colorado. They were 

awarded funding from nsF to study this enhanced collision 

rate in the context of cloud physics and to study its impact 

on precipitation formation in ice-free warm clouds. This is an 

important application, since cloud dynamics and precipitation 

Environmental 
Fluid Mechanics
BY lian-Ping Wang

formation is an important component in weather and climate 

modeling from short-term storm-scale forecasts to longer term 

climate change.

Under the support of two nsF grants, the UD-nCar team 

developed a hybrid direct simulation tool to quantify the 

enhanced collision rate by air turbulence. They showed that air 

turbulence could enhance the collision rate by an average factor 

of about two over the collision rate computed from the simplified 

gravitational collision growth. They also conducted model studies 

to show that cloud turbulence can significantly reduce the time 

for warm rain initiation.

Their joint work has attracted attention from the international 

cloud physics community and has led to more than 15 papers 

in journals covering atmospheric sciences as well as fluid 

mechanics. The collaboration has also led to a third nsF research 

grant involving Professor alberto aliseda of the University of 

Washington, where they are comparing simulated statistics 

from the hybrid Dns to those obtained in parallel experimental 

measurements at UW.

The UD-nCar research group was recently awarded a $1M nsF 

grant to further develop the hybrid Dns tool, couple the tool 

with a large-eddy simulation tool developed in parallel at nCar, 

and solve a number of computer implementation issues to allow 

the simulations to be done on future petascale computers.  

The collaboration with nCar also helped UD join the University 

Corporation for atmospheric research (UCar) in 2007,  

thus enhancing Delaware’s visibility in research related to 

atmospheric sciences.

Broadly speaking, environmental fluid mechanics 

deals with naturally occurring fluid flows of air and 

water on the Earth, especially those that affect the 

comfort and quality of our everyday environment. 

By definition, this is an interdisciplinary research 

area that overlaps with meteorology, climatology, 

hydrology, environmental soil science, hydraulics, 

limnology, oceanography, and others. a unique 

feature is that one can find a rich range of physical 

phenomena encompassing a wide range of length 

and time scales.

lian-ping Wang

Lian-Ping wang is  

a professor in the  

department of ME.

a second major application of the current research on 

environmental fluid mechanics concerns transport of colloids 

in soil porous media. The importance of colloid and microbial 

transport in subsurface porous media has been increasingly 

recognized in recent years. The large surface area of mobile 

colloids can be an effective means to transport strongly sorbing 

contaminants, for example, organics, metals, and radionuclides. 

some colloids such as pathogenic microorganisms—for example, 

viruses, bacteria, and protozoa—are contaminants; hence their 

transport in soil and groundwater is a serious public health 

concern. The rapid development of nanotechnology in recent 

years brings with it concerns about the environmental impact of 

nanoparticles released into natural water systems.

Under two UsDa grants, the ME researchers have collaborated 

with Professor Yan Jin in UD’s Plant and soil sciences Department 

to advance quantitative understanding of colloidal retention  

in both saturated and unsaturated soil. Here the computational 

challenges are to simulate flow in a complex porous matrix 

and to include short-range physico-chemical forces such as the 

electrostatic double-layer force and van der Waals force in the 

trajectory modeling of colloidal particles. The pair recently 

obtained nsF funding to study nanoparticle transport in soil 

porous media. They plan to develop an experimentally validated, 

mechanistic simulation approach that can connect micro- to 

nanoscale phenomena to a centimeter scale retention profile. 

The resulting simulation tool will eventually be used to guide  

the design of better experiments for studying nanoparticle 

retention in natural soil. The researchers will focus on addressing 

questions related to the effects of size and aggregation on 

nanoparticle transport.
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Mechanics of  
carbon Nanotubes
BY TsU-WEi CHoU

one of the major research efforts in the ME 

department during the past decade has been 

the development of analysis and modeling 

methodologies for carbon nanotubes and 

nanocomposites. as scientists and engineers 

seek to make practical materials and devices 

from nanostructures, understanding material 

behavior across length scales from the atomistic 

to macroscopic levels is required. Knowledge 

of how the nanoscale structure influences the 

nanotube properties, as well as how nanotubes 

interact when embedded in a composite, is 

needed to realize the potential for nanoscale 

structures, such as carbon nanotubes, as 

reinforcement in composites.

Tsu-Wei Chou, Pierre s. duPont Chair of Engineering, has done 

extensive work in the mechanics of nanotubes. Due to significant 

computational demands, practical applications of atomistic 

modeling techniques developed within the past decade have 

been limited to systems containing a small number of molecules 

or atoms and to studies of relatively short-lived phenomena, 

from picoseconds to nanoseconds. at the same time, classical 

continuum mechanics models neglect the detailed characteristics 

of nanotube chirality and are unable to account for forces acting 

on the individual atoms.

Chou’s research has focused on developing a modeling technique 

that analyzes the mechanical response of nanotubes at the 

atomistic scale but is not perplexed in time scales. in a paper 

published in 2003 (iJss, 40, 2487-2499), li and Chou presented 

a molecular structural mechanics (MsM) approach to modeling 

the deformation of carbon nanotubes. Fundamental to the 

proposed concept is the notion that a carbon nanotube is 

a geometrical frame-like structure, and the primary bonds 

between two nearest-neighboring atoms act like load-bearing 

beam members, whereas an individual atom acts as the joint of 

the related load-bearing beam members. Establishing a linkage 

between structural mechanics and molecular mechanics enables 

the sectional property parameters of these beam members to 

be obtained. The accuracy and stability of the method have 

been verified by its application to graphite, and the predictions 

of nanotube elastic properties are in good agreement with 

existing theoretical and experimental results. The authors of a 

paper published in January 2010 in Computational Materials 

Science praised the molecular structural mechanics method for 

“having attracted great attention from academic circle because 

of its simplicity and effectiveness and it has been regarded as 

a very efficient and cost-effective method for simulating the 

mechanical properties of nanomaterials in contrast to other 

theoretical approaches.”

But the extent of impact of the MsM method turned out to be 

more far-reaching than it first appeared. This method has now 

been applied to an array of mechanical and physical properties 

of carbon nanotubes. These include the studies of elastic 

buckling of carbon nanotubes, elastic moduli of multi-walled 

carbon nanotubes and the effect of van der Waals forces, and 

elastic wave velocities in single-walled carbon nanotubes. The 

theoretical basis has also been demonstrated for the application 

of single-walled and multi-walled carbon nanotubes as ultrahigh 

frequency nanomechanical resonators, mass detectors, and 

strain and pressure sensors. also, li and Chou were successful in 

adopting a quantized molecular structural mechanics modeling 

for studying the specific heat of single-walled carbon nanotubes, 

axial and radial thermal expansions of single-walled carbon 

nanotubes, and modeling of heat capacities of multi-walled 

carbon nanotubes.

in recent years, analytical research in the lab has assumed a 

new focus, the electro-mechanical coupling behavior of carbon 

nanotube-based composites. The work was primarily motivated 

by the superb electrical current carrying capability of carbon 

nanotubes (about 1,000 times that of copper). The initial 

work of Chou and li in this area focused on electrical charge-

induced strain and failure of single-walled carbon nanotubes. 

Then as more physical insights were gained, the focus of the 

modeling work turned to the simulation of electrical percolation 

in nanocomposites with particular attention on the effect 

of conductive fillers of various shapes, the role of tunneling 

resistance, the effect of nanotube waviness, and the precise 

determination of backbone structure and conductivity of 3D 

percolation networks by the direct electrifying algorithm.  

Then the electrical part of the modeling work, from percolation 

threshold to conductive spanning cluster to conductivity 

prediction, was finally combined with the mechanical aspect 

of nanocomposites which involved detailed analysis of the 

deformation and fracture behavior due to the presence of  

nano-fillers and micro-meter size continuous fibers.

in summary, the theoretical studies over the past decade, 

starting from a simple “molecular structural mechanics” analysis 

and evolving into the electro-mechanical coupling analysis, 

have enabled the better understanding of multifunctional 

nanomaterials in general and enriched the scientific base of 

damage sensing of fiber composites in particular.

Editor’s Note: The 2003 paper co-authored with Li is now ranked 

as the most cited among Dr. Chou’s research papers.

Tsu-Wei chou

tsu-wei chou is the  

Pierre s. du Pont chair  

of Engineering. 
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among the main motivations for designing, deploying, and 

controlling robots is to relieve humans from having to operate in 

unfriendly environments. From the deepest oceans to outer space, 

robotic devices have been used to conduct measurements and 

collect samples. in most cases, these devices are tele-operated:

Underwater robots are typically connected to a mother ship 

using a tether cable; bomb-defusing robots and unmanned aerial 

vehicles have a team of human operators that monitor their 

activity and direct their motion; planetary rovers receive planning 

and control commands from the mission control station back on 

Earth. There is a reason for that: the real world outside a factory 

floor is simply too unstructured, unpredictable, and sometimes 

hostile, for these machines to reason and act on their own.

This is one of the challenges that the group in the Cooperative 

robotics lab is attempting to meet. recently established in 

spencer 122, the lab is equipped with five wheeled mobile robots, 

one aerial vehicle, a motion capture system that tracks their 

motion in real time, and a number of computer workstations.  

in the lab, a research group led by Dr. Bert Tanner is developing 

mathematical frameworks and designing the algorithms that 

will make robots autonomous, capable of safely and predictably 

interacting with an uncertain environment as well as with each 

other. a team of undergraduate and graduate students models 

robots as highly nonlinear dynamical systems and is using 

several aspects of lyapunov stability theory to establish desirable 

properties for the control laws we design for them. Clearly in 

robots, but also evident in most modern engineering systems, the 

machine itself interacts physically with its environment, and this 

interaction is governed both by physics (expressed by differential 

equations) as well as software (expressed by discrete logic). The 

two driving forces of the interaction between machines and 

the physical world are also interdependent, since computation 

shapes the dynamics through control action, and dynamics 

affect computation through sensory feedback. robots are hybrid, 

“cyber-physical” systems, and part of our research effort is 

directed toward developing the formal mathematical framework 

that will enable one to capture their hybrid nature, model them 

appropriately, reason about them, and design their behavior. This 

quest leads the group to explore and combine concepts from 

dynamics, control theory, stochastic processes, computer and 

cognitive science, and artificial intelligence.

The group envisions different types of robots working together 

as a team: each doing its part within a well orchestrated plan 

that is certain to meet a final objective, without the sequence of 

maneuvers to be necessarily choreographed in advance. To these 

herberT Tanner

Herbert tanner is an 

assistant professor in ME.

robots, the world is a puzzle, and they will need to solve it. not 

every challenge may be met with a pre-computed solution. so 

part of what the group is doing is to enable them to calculate 

and execute a solution on their own.

With support of about $400K from the national science 

Foundation, the group continues to develop models of interaction 

between multiple robots and their environment and use these 

models to design autonomous behaviors for robots. after 

pioneering the design of robot controllers that reproduce stable 

flocking and swarming behavior in robot groups by synchronizing 

the motion of each individual with that of its nearest neighbors, 

the researchers are now looking at more complex interactions, in 

which the action of one individual prepares or enables another 

action by one of its teammates. in an earlier study, a hybrid 

model was constructed to enable a small mobile robot to solve a 

desktop sliding tile puzzle. in that case study, the tile environment 

itself was modeled as a combination of inert autonomous 

agents. in more recent work, the group is creating new hybrid 

models and computational frameworks that will enable our 

small mobile robots to learn from each other, physically interact, 

and coordinate toward the completion of a variety of more 

complex tasks. among the challenges presented to them in the 

lab environment would be cooperatively negotiating obstacles—

possibly by repositioning them—transporting or recharging 

each other, fetching objects to operators that request them, and 

transitioning autonomously among various locations in spencer 

lab. This technology for modeling, planning and control could 

also be useful for efficiently coordinating emergency response or 

disaster relief efforts.

The group is also involved in designing control and navigation 

algorithms for miniature robots to move autonomously in 

partially known unfriendly environments, and provide real-time 

reconnaissance information and situational awareness. This is 

part of a multi-university research initiative funded by the army 

research lab at the level of $12M to develop a new generation 

of highly agile, autonomous, bio-inspired microscopic robotic 

vehicles that can be deployed from within a backpack. The 

challenge is to design motion control algorithms that with 

minimum adjustments can be applied over a wide range of 

mobility and computational platforms, both ground and aerial, 

without requiring excessive power or computational resources 

that these miniature systems cannot provide.

in a new $450K nsF-supported project, the group is attempting 

to harvest and locally process sensory information from 

environments that may be difficult to access (for example, the 

bottom of the sea, the surface of Mars, or a contaminated site), 

using a coordinated swarm of robots. The robots will prioritize 

measurement collection by updating their beliefs as to which 

regions are more interesting in terms of information content and 

process the collected information locally, on their own processors, 

through a new type of spatially distributed neural network. 

The envisioned system is novel due not only to its autonomy in 

discovering patterns in the information collected without the 

need for direct human intervention, but also to its inherent 

robustness to measurement noise and subsystem failures: it 

should be able to perform even when part of the swarm is lost. 

This is going to be the first system in which spatially distributed 

associative memories are constructed and implemented over a 

swarm of robots.

The cooperative robotics group develops the algorithmic 

foundations for a collection of robots to exhibit autonomous 

cooperative action and achieve a level of coordination 

comparable to that of diversified biological groups. The approach 

followed is not to mimic nature but rather to become inspired 

by it on how control action can be used to shape the dynamics 

of programmable machines and steer them into performing 

complex tasks in a safe, predictable, efficient, and repeatable 

way. The group envisions diversification and cooperation 

between autonomous agents to play just as important a role 

in engineering systems as it does in human teams, enabling 

ensembles of machines to cooperatively perform tasks that none 

of them can complete in isolation.

cooperative 
robotics
BY HErBErT TannEr
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ud ME alumnus wins 
National dissertation award
by Diane KuKich

Xiaoyi Li, who completed  

his Ph.d. at ud in ME in 2007,  

has received the 2009  

andreas acrivos dissertation 

award in Fluid dynamics  

from the american Physical 

society (aPs).

li is now a senior research scientist 

in the Thermal and Fluid sciences 

Department at United Technologies research Center (UTrC). His 

thesis describes a detailed computational investigation of the 

dynamics of drops, the rheology of emulsions, and the mechanics 

of biological cells subjected to fluid flow.

li presented the andreas acrivos Dissertation Talk at the 62nd 

annual meeting of the aPs Division of Fluid Dynamics.

Established in 2000 to honor the outstanding contributions in 

fluid mechanics of Prof. andreas acrivos, the award recognizes 

exceptional young scientists who have performed original 

doctoral thesis work in the area of fluid dynamics.

“This is a very important award,” says Kausik sarkar, associate 

professor and li’s dissertation adviser. “The Division of 

Bullock Honored with  
ud Presidential citation
by MarTin a Mbugua

david Bullock, cEo of white 

Bullock Group, a business 

development firm with a focus 

on social media, was honored 

during the Presidential citation 

for outstanding achievement 

recognition ceremony at ud 

on Friday, oct. 30.

The Presidential Citation program 

honors UD graduates who have exhibited great promise in their 

professional and public service activities.

Fluid Dynamics is the most prestigious organization of fluid 

dynamicists working on fundamental and applied problems 

related to fluid flows all over the world. Members come from 

physics, mathematics, mechanical engineering, chemical 

engineering, civil engineering, aeronautical engineering, 

environmental engineering, and ocean and atmospheric 

sciences. Therefore, every major university in the world has fluid 

mechanists in not just one but all of these departments.”

in making its selection, committee members noted that they 

were particularly impressed by the wide range of fundamental 

questions addressed in li’s thesis and its potential long-term 

impact on the field of multiphase flows.

“li’s computational modeling expertise was a key factor in 

recruiting him,” says Catalin Fotache, his supervisor at UTrC. “His 

expertise boosts our capabilities, especially in the challenging 

area of multiphase flows.”

For sarkar, seeing his former student’s success is tremendously 

rewarding. “students are our most important product as faculty 

members,” he says. “i really enjoy the part of my job that 

involves mentoring students and watching their evolution.”

li earned his bachelor of science degree from the University of 

science and Technology of China. His dissertation was published 

in 2008 as a book co-authored with sarkar, and he is the author 

of seven articles published in leading journals in the field. 

in addition to the acrivos award, li received UD’s allan P. 

Colburn Dissertation Prize in Engineering and Mathematical 

sciences in 2007.

Bullock, who received a bachelor’s degree in ME in 1990,  

is president and CEo of White Bullock group, inc., a business 

development firm in Murfreesboro, Tenn., that helps businesses 

increase sales through the use of various tools, including  

social media.

He also serves as chief marketing officer at social Media 

Connection. Bullock also is co-author, with UD alumnus Brent 

leavy, of Barack 2.0, which has been referred to as “a field 

manual to social media.”

“The UD experience launched me on a wonderful journey from 

manufacturing to an ‘engineer’s playground’ at a robotics firm, 

and on to my own business,” Bullock said.

“i thank my loving parents and all those who have made 

this honor possible. special thanks to Dr. ralph Cope for 

demonstrating that engineering is everywhere, and to Dr. 

Burnaby Munson for teaching me that there are no new 

problems, only interesting ways to solve them,” he said.
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three selected for 2010 
distinguished career awards
by Diane KuKich

three distinguished alumni will be honored at the Mechanical Engineering 

Business & career conference, to be held in conjunction with Forum & 

reunion weekend on June 4, 2010: ralph cope, Frank Hyer, and doug 

McKenna. alumni are selected for recognition based on several criteria, 

including achievement, impact, uniqueness, and interest.

the following highlights the careers of this year’s distinguished alumni.

2009 Distinguished career Awards
Five individuals were selected to receive 2009 Distinguished Career Awards, 

but the ceremony to honor them was cancelled due to the swine flu scare 

at UD last spring. They are reprised here and will be recognized at the 2010 

Alumni Career Celebration and Reunion.

aLuMNI

ralph cope ’78, ‘79

ralph cope is President and senior Partner of 

accudyne systems, Inc., a world leader in developing 

equipment for composite part fabrication and 

supercritical fluid separation. with current annual 

revenues of over $6 million, the company employs  

35 people, many of them graduates of ud’s 

engineering programs.

after completing his bachelor’s and 

master’s degrees at UD, Cope went 

on to earn a Ph.D. in ME from the 

ohio state University. at Delaware, 

he was one of the first graduate 

students in the newly formed Center 

for Composite Materials and the first 

student to serve on the University’s 

Board of Trustees.

Cope taught at UD for several years 

before starting his own company 

in 1994, and he is credited with re-

emphasizing the “consulting company” organization of the ME 

capstone course. He also introduced the use of design problems 

being drawn from challenges faced by researchers across campus.

Cope also started, in 1991, UD’s interdisciplinary orthopedic 

and Biomechanical Engineering Center, which brought together 

researchers from the College of Engineering, the former College 

of Physical Education, athletics and recreation, the former 

College of life and Health sciences, and the a.i. DuPont institute 

to address a variety of issues in biomechanics.

in 1995, Cope’s ME consulting firm merged with an electrical 

design consulting company to form accudyne. Customers of the 

company include DuPont, airbus, nasa, Haliburton, gore, and gE.

“To date,” he says, “we have built over 150 unique machines 

ranging in value from $10,000 to $1.7 million that are working in 

plants all around the globe.”

“But just as important as our equipment is our staff,” he adds. “i 

am proud that we have never laid anyone off, and despite the 

recent economic times, we continue to hire and grow at an 

annual rate near 20 percent.”

among the company’s more interesting projects are a fully 

instrumented mechanical baby to allow obstetricians to 

realistically practice child delivery and two machines that 

extract key chemical compounds from natural materials for the 

production of herbal and nutraceuticals.

Cope’s formula for success has been to focus on the team and its 

success, not on individuals and their wins and losses. “i have led 

my company the same way i approached my career,” he says. “i 

believe that if you do good work, success will come.”

Dr. E. fEnton cArEY, Jr. (’67, ’70M), who 

currently runs his own consulting business, 

has been a national policy maker in the areas 

of defense, energy, transportation, and the 

environment. a former navy Captain and 

naval aviator who did combat duty, Carey 

holds a Ph.D. in aeronautical engineering from 

the naval Postgraduate school in Monterey, 

California, in addition to bachelor’s and master’s 

degrees from Delaware. He has won awards 

for superior achievement and service from 

the U.s. Departments of Defense, Energy, and 

Transportation as well as the U.s. navy.

John W. GillEsPiE, Jr. (’76, ’78M, ’85Ph.D.) 

is Donald C. Phillips Professor at UD and 

Director of UD’s Center for Composite Materials. 

an internationally recognized authority in 

composites, he has led four Centers of Excellence 

in Composites on processing, mechanics, and 

performance of multifunctional composite 

materials, as well as an industrial consortium 

with more than 60 companies conducting 

research at the forefront of composites science 

and engineering. He was the recipient of the 

2009 outstanding research award from the 

american society for Composites.
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Frank Hyer ’58

Frank Hyer is President and chairman of thayer 

scale - Hyer Industries, Inc., which offers automated 

weighing equipment and systems to customers 

around the world, enabling them to improve their 

productivity and the quality of their offerings. Hyer 

is credited with maintaining a stable and profitable 

manufacturing business for almost 40 years through 

various economic conditions by constant re-

adjustment of product offerings.

Hyer holds 20 patents for inventions 

including packaging machinery, 

wrapping and bundling machinery, 

article transfer mechanisms, article 

pacing and spacing apparatus, bin 

level control, bulk material weighing 

and feeding equipment, hopper and 

bin flow aids, and calibration control 

systems.

He began his career with Cutler-

Hammer as a design engineer 

for control components. Quickly 

displaying an aptitude for—and, perhaps more important, an 

interest in—process automation, he eventually purchased an 

underperforming division of the company involved in process 

weighing equipment.

While working at Cutler-Hammer, Hyer completed a master’s 

degree in ME at the University of Wisconsin. His thesis focused 

on a scientific approach to conveyor weighing, which initiated an 

extended series of developments involving conveyor weighing 

and instrumentation. Hyer has since written numerous technical 

papers and training manuals on this subject.

“i think my career demonstrates that it’s possible to stay deeply 

involved in the technical details of engineering while enjoying 

the benefits of running your own company,” Hyer says. “it’s not 

only possible, but given the unique benefits of an engineering 

education, it’s not all that difficult to do.”

“not only do engineers learn important theories and facts, but 

they are conditioned to think rationally and to work through 

very difficult and time-consuming challenges. Very early in their 

careers, many will have opportunities to display their individual 

competencies to the ‘higher-ups’ in the organizations they 

choose to work for, which in turn can lead to rapidly increasing 

opportunities.”

“For a few of us, having control over our destinies is perhaps the 

most rewarding achievement of all. Having to sink or swim on 

the decisions of other bosses—bankers, lawyers, and venture 

capitalists—is not for everyone.”

Hyer is a lifetime member of the american society of Mechanical 

Engineers and the international society of automation.

E. DoUGlAs hUGGArD (’55, ’61M) spent 

his entire career with atlantic Electric, a utility 

servicing the southern one-third of new Jersey, 

and then with atlantic Energy, a holding 

company formed in 1987 consisting of four non-

regulated energy-related subsidiaries Huggard 

was instrumental in directing the company into 

the holding company format, which enabled 

participation in activities other than regulated 

areas, such as cogeneration projects, real estate 

development, conservation projects, and energy-

related investment opportunities. 

aLuMNI

doug McKenna ’82

as an undergrad at ud, doug McKenna conducted 

research that not only won him an award but also led 

to a career. In 1982, he was selected to receive the 

samuel amen award for outstanding research, for 

work focusing on simultaneous heat and mass transfer 

through Gore-tex® membranes and laminates.

This research led to a career at  

W. l. gore and associates, inc, where 

McKenna worked in the Fabrics and 

industrial Products Divisions. While 

focusing on industrial filtration 

products at gore, McKenna invented 

and patented a water-tolerant 

Co2 adsorbent designed to solve 

problems for navy sEal diving 

operations. While gore specializes in 

products utilizing PTFE polymers, the 

technology developed by McKenna 

was found to be optimal utilizing other polymers, and as such 

was outside the business direction of gore.

Just as Bill gore had asked the DuPont Company if he could 

leave to pursue market opportunities for one of its products, 

McKenna requested the chance to follow the development of the 

adsorbent he had invented. Bob gore gave his blessing, and from 

the garage of his rented townhome, McKenna developed the 

business that has become Micropore, inc.

Eric sVEnDsEn (’71) is CEo of Foster 

Wheeler Energia in Madrid, spain and CEo 

for Foster Wheeler global industrial Boilers, 

providing leadership of the spanish office of 

Foster Wheeler as well as worldwide industrial 

boiler products for Foster Wheeler global. 

svendsen and his wife ana, a spanish citizen and 

naturalized Us citizen, were married in spain in 

august 1976.

Watching Doug create the company from the ground up has 

been an incredible experience,” says his twin sister, Carol 

Mongan, who is also a UD alum. “With limited resources, he 

designed and built almost every piece of equipment that was 

needed to produce his products and was able to sell and market 

to the top brass of the navy of many countries. He handled the 

hiring decisions, the packaging decisions, the branding decisions, 

the iT decisions, the technology decisions—every aspect of 

starting and running a multi-million dollar business was on his 

plate and he was able to juggle it all.”

Today, Micropore, inc. has 34 employees and recently opened 

a 95,000-sq.-ft. manufacturing facility in Elkton, Maryland. The 

original Co2 adsorbent has evolved into products for submarines, 

medical anesthesia, sport and technical diving, first responder 

breathing equipment, mining applications, and other emergency 

escape devices. McKenna serves not only as CEo of the company, 

but also as Vice President of Technology. With eight patents to 

his credit, McKenna says he is also focused on training others in 

his company to patent innovative solutions to customer problems, 

and plans to keep the company on the cutting edge of reactive 

plastic innovation.

“The strong education Doug received at UD, combined with his 

innate talents for product design, innovation and development, 

have led to a unique company that is clearly an american success 

story,” says Mongan. “Thanks to UD for giving him a strong 

knowledge base and the confidence to follow his ideas to 

successful completion.”

JiM lAsEr (’69) is currently self-employed 

as a consultant, primarily to the pharmaceutical 

and biotech industries. Before establishing 

Whitney Consulting in 2002, laser spent 28 

years with Merck & Co. inc., where he held 

increasingly responsible positions in operations, 

materials management, engineering and 

technical services in the manufacture of 

pharmaceutical and biological products. His last 

position at Merck was Vice President of Vaccine 

and sterile operations.
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srikanth arisetty

srikanth arisetty, a Ph.d. student in 

ME, was drawn to ud by the extensive 

opportunities available in fuel cell research. 

He holds a chemical engineering degree 

from the Indian Institute of technology, 

which he says provided him with an 

understanding of the basic processes 

underlying fuel cell technology, and 

he has now turned to the mechanical 

engineering discipline to gain a systems-

level perspective.

Co-advised by Profs. ajay Prasad and suresh advani, 

arisetty is focusing on regulation of transport 

processes in direct methanol fuel cell systems, 

which are used for portable power applications 

such as laptops and cell phones.

“srikanth is an extremely gifted Ph.D. student,” 

says Prasad. “He already has four papers and will 

write three or four more based on his doctoral 

research.  He also initiated a collaboration with 

Dr. Ulrike Krewer at the Max Planck institute in 

Magdeburg, germany, and spent three months 

there earlier this year.”

For arisetty, the stint at the Max Planck institute 

was quite beneficial. “it’s a very well-known fuel-

cell research lab,” he says, “and working there 

helped me understand from an international 

perspective how various people look at the 

research issues involved in developing fuel cell 

technology. i had the chance to interact with 

some great experts in the field and have since 

implemented some of their ideas in the lab here.”

arisetty recently placed third in the national 

2009 Bernard s. Baker award competition, given 

annually to three Ph.D. students for performing 

competitive research in fuel cells.

He also finds time to give back to the community. 

last year, he coordinated an effort that raised 

$28,000 for a school in india through asHa, an 

action group that helps to provide basic education 

for underprivileged children in india. He is currently 

serving as president of asHa at UD.

after completing his PhD, arisetty plans to seek a 

career in research in the area of sustainable energy 

at either an academic or industrial organization.

Graduate student spotlight Elisa schrank

Elisa schrank, a doctoral student in  

ME, became interested in biomechanics 

and human movement at the age  

of 13, when she volunteered in a swim 

program for children with special needs. 

that experience, coupled with her 

strengths in math and science, spurred 

schrank’s decision to major in biomedical 

engineering as an undergraduate.

at the University of Virginia, where she earned 

her bachelor’s degree in 2008, she supplemented 

her major courses with offerings in mechanical 

engineering and sports medicine. she also 

spent three summers as an intern in the Physical 

Disabilities Branch of the national institutes of 

Health (niH).

schrank is co-advised by Jill Higginson,  

assistant professor in ME, and steven stanhope, 

professor in the Department of Kinesiology  

and applied Physiology.

Her experience at niH introduced her to stanhope 

as well as to the topic that would become the focus 

of her doctoral research. at the time, stanhope 

was director of niH’s Physical Disabilities Branch, 

and schrank worked with him on the design of a 

novel passive-dynamic ankle-foot orthosis (PD-aFo), 

which is intended to enhance functional gains by 

replicating a patient’s muscle function via a spring-

like action.

“The problem,” says schrank, “is that the design of 

these assistive devices is complicated by a lack of 

understanding as to how they interact with the 

complex dynamics of the human musculoskeletal 

system. My research focuses on modeling and 

simulating that interaction in order to explore the 

adaptive movement control strategies required 

in the presence of the customized PD-aFo. The 

long-term aim of this work is to optimize PD-aFo 

features so that patients can achieve maximum  

gait function.”

UD proved to be a perfect fit for schrank, as 

stanhope joined the faculty here in 2007, and 

his expertise is complemented by that of 

Higginson, who specializes in the development of 

musculoskeletal models and simulations. schrank 

plans a career in academia, where she can teach 

and conduct research.

schrank’s work is supported by a prestigious 

national science Foundation graduate Fellowship.

“Elisa is a very gifted student and an aspiring 

scholar,” stanhope says. “Even in her first year as a 

graduate student, she demonstrated a remarkably 

mature desire and a wonderful aptitude for 

engaging colleagues in the intellectual process of 

‘drilling down’ into the details of her learning and 

research efforts.”

Higginson agrees. “Elisa has a unique background 

with extensive experience in biomechanics.  she is a 

self-motivated and capable student, as can be seen 

by her numerous presentations and publications 

at this early stage of her academic career. 

already, Elisa has demonstrated a passion for and 

commitment to her dissertation research. i feel 

fortunate to have the opportunity to collaborate 

with her and her other advisor, steven stanhope.”

For schrank, having two advisors is both a 

challenge and a benefit. “Their backgrounds 

are very different,” she says, “so they look at 

things very differently. But it’s good for me to get 

perspectives from both sides of the story. i also 

think that i’m helping to bring each of them into 

the other’s world and broadening the way they 

look at the problem.”

studENts
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by Diane KuKich

sixteen teams of ME senior design students delivered final presentations on their 

semester-long projects at the Perkins student center on dec. 14 to an audience of 

sponsors, review panelists, faculty, staff, students and parents.

This year’s outstanding projects were 

designed and executed by Team 

speakman (Jason Biddle, Daniel 

De leonardis, Erin Phillips, spencer 

Popejoy, and Jesse Whitley) and  

Team aMsaa (Pierre Yao Koffi, 

andrew Polnyj, Terrell Corder, adam 

Eby, and steven McKeefrey).

“it was a pleasure working with the 

group, and we’re looking forward 

to next year,” said Michael W. Boyer, 

design engineer with speakman. 

Tim Biscoe, senior design program 

coordinator for aMsaa, had similar 

comments about his team: “it was a 

pleasure working with the students. 

seniors deliver Final design Presentations

all of the projects address real 

industrial problems posed by sponsors, 

with this year’s work ranging from a 

diamond slab polisher to an unmanned 

underwater vehicle payload module. 

The reviewers consider three criteria 

in their assessment: design synthesis, 

resource/project management,  

and communication.

The student teams are advised by 

1964 ME alumnus nate Cloud and 

professors James glancey, robert 

Hartman, and Michael Keefe. Cloud 

is also responsible for identifying and 

securing the businesses who sponsor 

the projects.

Team speakman: 

eyeMedic cartridge  

Dispenser

Jason Biddle, Daniel  

De Leonardis, Erin Phillips,  

Spencer Popejoy, Jesse Whitley

Team aMsaa: 

contactless angular  

position system

Pierre Yao Koffi, Andrew  

Polnyj, Terrell Corder, Adam Eby, 

Steven McKeefrey

rEViEW 
PAnElists 
DAViD bUrris 
Assistant professor of  

ME at UD

YoGEnDrA chADDA 

Retired professor 

and chairman of the 

Department of ME at the 

University of Detroit

PEtEr cloUD (BME 65)

Former president and 

general manager of several 

of Astra Zeneca’s Specialty 

Chemical Businesses 

scott DAViDson 

President of MechPro 

Engineering 

bill fAGErstroM 

Independent consultant 

and instructor of the 

manufacturing course in 

ME at UD 

ED GArGiUlo 
Senior staff engineer 

with Siemens Healthcare 

Diagnostics 

PEtEr PoPPEr 
Former researcher with 

DuPont and now vice 

president of Peacock Sales

DinA rilEY (BME 98)

Manufacturing engineering 

manager at Agilent 

Technologies

shAWn rilEY (BME 98)

Engineering associate with 

Gore Filtration Products

We thank you all for the opportunity, 

and we appreciate the team’s hard 

work. We wish Pierre, adam, steve, 

andrew, and Terrell a healthy and 

successful future.” 

“We were really pleased to have such 

an experienced and respected team 

of people to review and assess the 

projects this year,” said nate Cloud. 

“Collectively, they have some 300 

years of academic, engineering, and 

business experience. Three are UDME 

alums, five are current or former 

faculty members, and five are current 

members of asME.”

continUED  
on nExt  

PAGE

studENts

sponsors & 

proToTypes

Prototypes were 

produced and tested 

by the student 

teams to validate 

their concepts.



dear seniors,
We offer our congratulations for 

your successful completion of 

senior Design! The professionalism, 

enthusiasm, diligence, and 

teamwork that you demonstrated 

in completing your project were 

exemplary. We trust that this 

experience will be a good beginning 

of a long and prosperous career. We 

are proud of your accomplishments, 

as are your project sponsors. You 

have represented yourselves, your 

teammates, and the University of 

Delaware well!

sincerely, 

 

 

anette Karlsson, 

Department Chairperson 

senior Design Team staff:
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conGrAts, 
sEniors!

studENts

Team schiller lawn care: 

reversing Transmission system

William Power, Thomas Malone,  

Hugh Kettler, Edward Kowalski,  

Zach Schoepflin

Team Delaware Diamond Knives:  

Diamond slab polisher

Winston Arnold, Nick Damiani, Dan 

Ruhlman, Greg Specht, Pete Trainor

Team ilc:  

flexible containment crimp Tool

Todd Sack, Brendan McCracken, William 

Hunt, Patrick McQuaid, Joe Collins

Team container research corporation: 

container cushion production redesign

Richard Walsh, Jennifer Gradischer, 

Stephen Cummings, Cory Nataro

Team Terumo: 

pump impeller bonding improvement

Adam Deveaney, Andrea Schuck, 

Jennifer Iskra, Hyeyeon Jeon,  

John Zerhusen

Team Varitronics:  

Wireless interoffice  

communications system

Kyle Autz, Harrison Woytko, Chad 

Phillips, Richard Parsons, Paul Yeager

Team survice: underwater 

unmanned Vehicle payload Module

Thomas Ebanja, Brittany Wilder,  

Daniel Collins, Christina Thoresen, 

Maurice El-Deiry

Team cnh america:

round baler Weighing system

John Elliott, Philip Zandona, Robert 

Hackendorn, Daniel Traub,  

Christopher Meehan

Team air liquide: 

gas cylinder filling station

Alexander McDonald, Cameron  

Showell, Melissa Fox, Francois Chaubard, 

William Baetz

Team srT: 

radiation ablation capsule

Aaron Brauner, Lindsay Wallace,  

Thomas Cender, Mason Gibbs

Team siemens:

cryogenic blend preparation system

Jacob Sherry, Andrew Phillips, Sarah 

Shovestul, Eric Evers, Jason Landesberg

Team southco: 

release pin latch Mechanism

John Sumner, Tyler Richardson,  

Shane Smith, Robert Schank

Team W. l. gore:  

fabric Decontamination process

Brian Bourdon, Alexander Hamilton, 

Stephen Schumann, James Sargianis, 

Edward Udinski

Team synthes: 

locking cap assembly station

Peter Bocchini, Marc Henderson,  

Pat Erbe, Kevin Schultz, Nick Morrisey

team aMsaa and 

team speakman  

are featured on  

the previous spread 

(p.28–29).
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by Diane KuKich

The  UD College of Engineering not only trains 

engineers but also develops leaders, and three 

students in the 2010 ME senior class exemplify  

this effort.

studENts

“These three students are excellent examples of leadership and achievement,” says 

chairperson anette Karlsson, “and they are shining examples of what can be achieved 

in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Delaware.”

Zach schoepflin
originally from Long Island, N.y., Zach schoepflin saw 

the ud campus and fell in love with it. although he 

knew he liked math and science, he was unsure about 

the direction of an engineering major but was fortunate 

to be part of the first class at ud that was exposed to 

the Introduction to Engineering course.

“i really liked mechanical engineering,” he says, “and Dr. Buchanan 

prompted my interest in the biomedical engineering minor.”

schoepflin plans to attend medical school and earn combined 

M.D. and Ph.D. degrees in biomedical engineering. in the  

long term, he would like to return to academia. “i see myself 

coming back to the education side,” he says. “i really like the 

university atmosphere.”

a bit of a renaissance man, schoepflin plays the viola in the 

University symphony and sings in the Y Chromes, an all-male a 

capella group. He has also served as a Writing Fellow through 

UD’s Honors Program, and he enjoys rock climbing and playing 

Frisbee in his “spare time.”

schoepflin and his senior design team helped schiller grounds 

Care redesign a hand-held tiller.

“UD has been a wonderful place for me,” schoepflin says. “i like 

the fact that they are very flexible here in terms of academic 

plans. My advisors and many other professors have gone to bat 

for me so i could complete all of the requirements for the premed 

program and my minors.” in addition to biomedical engineering, 

schoepflin has a minor in history.

in addition to completing the rigorous coursework for his 

academic program, schoepflin is doing a senior thesis for the 

Honors Program. His work focuses on incorporating a walking 

motion into the robotic mobility devices being developed at UD 

for children with physical and intellectual challenges. “i’m trying 

to combine a physical therapy device with the robotic mobility 

device to encourage kids who may eventually be able to develop 

the ability to walk,” he says.

Mason Gibbs
Mason Gibbs, who hails from chichester, Penn.,  

was drawn to ME as a child when he became fascinated 

with roller coasters and airplanes. while his interest has 

since shifted to biomedical engineering, an ME major is 

taking him in the direction he wants to go.

“My mother is a unit clerk in a hospital, which got me interested 

in the medical aspects of engineering,” he says.

gibbs has completed an internship at Merck and will begin 

working there after graduation in May as part of the company’s 

two-year global Engineering Program. The job entails traveling 

to various manufacturing plants and reviewing their processes 

with an to improving efficiency. after the two-year assignment, 

gibbs will be offered a permanent position with the company. He 

may consider grad school later but want to gain experience first.

gibbs has served as Vice President of the asME chapter at 

UD, Vice President of the Black student Union, program chair 

for the national association of Black Engineers (nsBE), and 

diversity enrichment leader for the admissions office. He has also 

volunteered on Blue and golden saturdays and worked for risE.

“i always wanted to be involved,” he says. “all of these affiliations 

have helped me develop leadership skills, learn teamwork, work 

efficiently, take responsibility, and become more outgoing.”

one of five children, gibbs has a younger brother who is a 

sophomore at UD majoring in math. He enjoys spending time 

with his family and plans to be engaged to be married by the 

end of the year.

The UD ME experience has been nothing but positive for gibbs.  

“i love mechanical engineering,” he says. “i love cars and airplanes, 

prosthetics and medical devices, and process design.”

gibbs was a member of Team srT in senior design. Their project 

involved creation of a radio ablation capsule for the company, 

which enables targeted delivery of radiation to cancerous tissue.

Jenn Iskra

Jenn Iskra has an interest in biomedical engineering and 

is graduating this May, but plans to continue on the 

4+1 MBa Program. she grew up in Bridgewater, N.J., 

and was fortunate to run into Professor tom Buchanan 

when she and her family visited the ud campus. “He 

gave us a tour and I was really impressed with the 

student research opportunities,” she says. she has since 

taken advantage of the opportunities to work and learn.

iskra spent one summer conducting biomechanical research 

under the guidance of Professor Jill Higginson to study the 

effects of walking speed on handrail forces for healthy subjects, 

with an emphasis on finding ways to help rehabilitate stroke 

patients. “it was a rewarding experience to work on something 

that is intended to help sick and elderly people,” says iskra. 

although that project has ended, iskra still works in the 

biomechanical lab on various other research projects.

iskra also had the opportunity to work in a summer internship 

with Wl gore, in their medical products division. she spent the 

summer working on improving a packaging process for patches 

used in hernia surgery.

Her senior design project also involved a local company, Terumo 

Cardiovascular systems in Maryland. iskra and members of 

the senior Design team developed an automated process for 

assembly of heart pump components. This replaces a manual 

operation and improves reliability and consistency. “it was great 

to work with Terumo to help them solve one of their problems,” 

says iskra.

iskra will earn her degree through UD’s challenging Honors 

Program, but she has also found time to play on the club golf 

team, serve as President of the UD society of Women Engineers 

(sWE) chapter, and works as a Ta for the ME module of Eggg101, 

intro to Engineering. she has also been involved in the saMPE 

student chapter and worked on the chapter’s entry in the bridge 

design competition.

“i’ve had a great 4 years here,” iskra says. “i’ve had the 

opportunity to learn through classes and apply that knowledge 

to real world problems. i look forward to finishing my MBa and 

having a good blend of technical and business background.” 

thrEE 
oUtstAnDinG 
sEniors
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dEvELoPMENt

Alumni often ask “What does the College of 

Engineering need?” This is a great question 

and one to which I enjoy responding. It gives 

me the chance to talk about the needs of our 

students and our faculty and to provide ways 

in which our alumni and friends can make 

a difference through contributions. Anette 

Karlsson’s letter in this newsletter describes 

how gifts are being used today. The ways 

in which alumni dollars are currently spent 

are a strong indication of the department’s 

greatest needs.

on a grander scale, i would say that the College of Engineering 

needs more participation and leadership, particularly from 

alumni. our academic programs are well-established, strong  

and renowned, yet the fundraising effort here definitely has 

room to grow. 

Presently, Engineering’s alumni participation is 14%, which is 

11 percentage points below the average of our peer colleges. 

We are working hard to earn your confidence and trust and 

want to encourage annual support through giving back to the 

department of your choice. This year, we hope that the percent 

of alumni giving will increase by 400 donors, to 17%! if you are 

not now a donor, please consider joining your fellow graduates 

and encourage your friends to do the same.

We also need leaders to make 

significant gifts to the College.  

The University’s Delaware Diamonds 

society recognizes contributors of 

$1,000 and greater. These benefactors 

are strongly engaged in the 

department’s needs and are helping 

to realize its most immediate needs. 

last year, the College of Engineering 

had 144 Delaware Diamond society 

members across all departments. This 

year we want to have 200 members 

by June 30, 2010. as of January 22, 

we had welcomed 36 new members 

and are well on our way to reaching 

that benchmark.

Why Join The DelaWare 

DiaMonDs?

•  Your leadership begets others. 

Your gift influences others to give!

•  You enjoy helping a student stay 

in school and become a useful 

contributor to society.

•  You are recognized by the 

Dean and the University by 

invitation to special events and 

informative sessions. 

•  You help create a growing 

tradition of alumni who set a 

positive example to students.

•  You help shape the UD College 

of Engineering experience.

MEssAGE 
froM thE 

DEVEloPMEnt 
DirEctor

arManD BaTTisTi

We appreciate the legacy of alumni involvement and look 

forward to your involvement and financial support. If you 

have any questions, please contact Armand Battisti at 

302.831.7273 or aab@udel.edu.

Why parTicipaTe? 

•  The ME department needs your 

support to remain competitive,  

to attract talented students  

and faculty, and to provide the  

best facilities.

•  You make it possible for others to 

get their education, in the same 

way that others made it possible 

for you.

•  The national reputation of your 

alma mater is strengthened by 

broad-based alumni support.

•  Companies and foundations make 

grants to universities where alumni 

participation is high.

•  You can take personal pride in 

ensuring the financial viability of 

your alma mater.

•  new opportunities are seized when 

they present themselves because 

resources are available.

•  Your financial involvement often 

opens doors to career opportunities, 

professional networks, and other 

useful contacts.
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dEvELoPMENt

thank you 2009 alumni donors!
we wish to thank the many ME friends and alumni who have made generous 

contributions over the past year. your gifts are used for many worthwhile purposes, 

including support of our research and educational programs. to make a donation, 

please visit ud connection (www.udconnection.com) and click Donate Today. 

If you wish to give designate your gift to ME, select other from the list provided, 

then specify Mechanical Engineering.

names written in blue 

represent gifts made 

specifically to ME.

$15,000 – $20,000

`73 david r. & constance Laroe Helwig 

$5,000 – $10,000

`59 James s. & Louise Lattomus dick 

`72 william G. Mavity 

`83 terri L. Kelly

`93 archibald & tomoeh M. tse

$2,000 – $4,000

`51 robert H. Irwin 

`51 Frederick H. Kohloss 

`51 Price K. snyder 

`52 thomas a. & Jane  
 vannerson McKenna 

`57 wayne E. & Jean E. Mccabe 

`57 George G. & ann weslager tatnall 

`61 durand r. III & Barbara  
 Keen Kinloch 

`63 Francis J. & connie r. suppe 

`64 Nathan & carolyn taylor cloud 

`66 Paul N. & Flo Z. costello 

`69 James r. Laser 

`79 Bernard w. Ebersole III &  
 Jennifer J. Matlack 

`96 J. Matthew & Melissa Bailey 
 scarborough 

 andras Z. & Mary J. szeri

$1,000 – $1,500

`48 Lewis L. reign Jr.

`49 G. Franklin & Helen H. Moore 

`50 c. Jackson & sally Lee H. Levis 

`50 david c. & alice N. trimble 

`50 w. Murray & Mollie B. campbell 

`51 thomas a. wood Jr.

`53 Jules J. & sandra B. schwartz 

`55 E. douglas & Lois c. Huggard 

`58 G. Greer MacMasters Jr.

`59 James B. & Nancy woodward Foulk 

`60 charles B. woodward III

`61 william t. & Nancy s. Morris 

`64 david L. & Patrice Kosey sysko 

`65 charles H. III & Jane H. collier 

`67 aubrey s. clemons 

`67 russ Jr. & Judy B. Bonadonna 

`68 John r. & M. carol  
 Hitchens starzmann 

`69 John L. Jr. & Judy M. Haverstick 

`71 Joseph a. Jr. & cynthia E.  
 walkowski 

`72 George J. & Maryann sestak 

`72 Margaretmary torelli weidert & 
 robert M. weidert 

`79 John s. Jr. & Julia reinhart thackrah 

`80 alex t. & diane P. Bourdon 

`81 Mark a. sr. & Katherine H.  
 degli obizzi 

`82 daniel s. & Mabeth wilson Hudson 

`84 Mary Louise Brzezicki Mogan &  
 Kenneth J. Mogan 

`93 craig w. & dana testa Murray 

`09 sarah L. o’Neill

$500 – $900

`49 John M. Pursell 

`50 Fred G. Harvey 

`50 James P. & Nancy  
 corcoran McFadden 

`51 donald t. & Muriel Bear Hoffecker 

`54 John d. & Jay rowland Hukill 

`56 George s. & Barbara  
 Pearce Hudson 

`56 william H. Lotter Jr.

`57 thomas c. & Barbara  
 Lewis vanMeter 

`58 william s. Jr. & Elisabeth  
 snowberger Patterson 

`58 v. Hayes Fenstermacher 

`58 George a. III & Elizabeth H.  
 MacFarland 

`59 robert J. & Mary  
 Mccafferty Maegerle 

`62 w. douglas & diane  
 dickerson Boyce 

`63 Edward a. & Patricia Bell Miller 

`67 david & susan deppert Hutton 

`67 G. Mark Jr. & Janet Fallow stofega 

`68 dean s. & Jane G. Gilchrist 

`70 david J. & Jane Mayberry Maguigan 

`70 sepehr & Nancy waite Mostaghim 

`72 James H. & Mary w. Poole 

`72 c. a. simmons Jr.

`72 robert J. & angela a. singley 

`73 John L. Jr. & dana-Jeanne  
 Fricker Morrow 

`73 J. Bruce & Evelyn Ewing spiller 

`76 w. david & Katherine ward cockey 

`79 Gregory w. antal 

`82 Jon P. & M. Megan allen Martin 

`83 thomas J. Itchkawich 

`85 Eric P. & sarah Bryan Beyeler 

`85 John t. diamanty 

`86 John K. & suzette asbury ryder 

`86 Nancy r. sottos

`96 Gregory a. & suzanne r.  
 Norsworthy 

 tsu-wei & Mei-sheng chou 

 Megan M. Martin

to $450

`41 J. Nelson & Evelyn t. Middleton 

`42 Ivan w. Herr Jr.

`43 william s. Jr. & Irvana  
 Passmore Miller 

`43 david w. Locke 

`43 robert c. Meyer 

`48 Margaret webb osborne 

`48 James v. Powers 

`48 virginia wootten coxe 

`48 Earle w. Leaman 

`49 James r. & Gloria s. reagan 

`49 william L. & audrey L. Natale 

`49 Louis a. Meli Jr.

`49 robert r. volkman 

`49 Gustaf o. Bengtson 

`49 George E. Gill 

`49 Ferdinand c. ritter 

`49 M. van Leer & Jamalyn M. cannon 

`50 albert a. & dolores c. thorp 

`50 carl w. Hall 

`50 carl H. Jahn 

`50 richard t. onley 

`50 daniel G. & arlene M. tynan 

`51 Paul F. Berry Jr.

`51 victor P. Jr. & dolores M. Beiriger 

`51 charles L. van Meter Jr.

`51 charles J. Litz Jr.

`51 alfred Lanci 

`51 robert d. & Mary Lewis Lowe 

`51 Emil a. Milner 

`52 richard F. Hammond 

`52 Edward a. & suzanne B. Milligan 

`53 w. richard & Nancy Peck  
 clendaniel 

`53 richard E. Fisher 

`53 Barry s. & Phyllis schulman seidel 

`53 Harry E. Jr. & Ethel c. Mayhew 

`54 charles w. Gurney 

`54 P. L. Mcwhorter III

`54 richard P. connell 

`55 arthur J. Holveck 

`55 richard B. sager 

`56 richard w. & Marianne s. Perry 

`56 Edgar w. Jr. & anne davis cannon 

`56 robert a. & Maryellen clark 

`56 walter E. white Jr.

`57 Frank a. stevens 

`57 robert r. & sally schmidt  
 Moneymaker 

`57 James N. & Marilyn smith Zaiser 

`57 James Morrash 

`57 John F. Maiorano 

`57 G. u. Bennett & Eleanor  
 Kistner Bradley 

`57 chandos P. Eichholz 

`57 Edward J. & Mildred Kaliski 

`58 Frank s. Hyer II

`58 donald L. crouch 

`58 Lawrence E. & dorette  
 Mueller Murray 

`58 Harold E. read 

`58 Leon L. thompson 

`58 Edmund o. Howell 

`58 robert L. & Gretta E. stevens 

`58 Francis E. tweed 

`58 John L. Peterson 

`58 John a. LaFountain 

`59 chandler s. Jr. & sharon K. Eason 

`59 George F. starzmann 

`59 James r. & Marilyn J. stritzinger 

`59 vincent r. coletta 

`59 Edward M. & Margaret taylor daley 

`59 rene J. van caneghem 

`60 christian F. davis 

`60 Edward J. Kelczewski 

`60 robert s. Koyanagi 

`60 John F. sontowski 

`60 richard d. swope 

`60 Howard r. Mccabe 

`60 alvin E. Jr. & Barbara  
 williams Neiger 

`61 Newton G. wattis 

`61 George s. Batchis 

`62 thomas F. sealman 

`62 G. ronald & Elaine M. Bower 

`62 robert c. Jr. & dorothy  
 strobel Ferguson 

`62 adriaan Jobse 

`63 George c. crews 

`63 Gerard B. & Patricia Burke Bijwaard 

`63 richard L. Pase 

`63 william d. richards 

`63 r. dennis & Pamela stavrou dove 

`64 Frederick P. stecher 

`64 Herbert E. III & Elizabeth  
 cassidy Elliott 
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`65 Henry o. Foster 

`65 chia s. Liu 

`65 Barry H. & Elizabeth H. Pritchard 

`65 Edward d. & virginia  
 alexander western 

`65 H. Martin Jr. & Beverly  
 cregg Halvorsen 

`65 Irvin B. King 

`66 robert c. Bill 

`66 ralph B. dill III

`66 alton P. Jr. & suzanne Mccoy smith 

`67 Paul E. & Isabelle Manwiller davis 

`67 stephen d. Benson 

`67 watson s. Bullock 

`67 Barry w. Hauf 

`67 walter P. stroud Jr.

`67 E. Fenton carey Jr.

`67 Patrick J. reynolds 

`67 Eugene N. Jr. & Evelyn d. sterling 

`67 James P. Modrak 

`67 william r. Jorgensen 

`67 Howard s. & Janet H. Kliger 

`68 John r. sr. & Lois H. slack 

`68 J. Philip Greiner 

`68 J. david & Jill Hunsinger Nicoll 

`69 david L. wimberley 

`69 James a. & Judith J. Barger 

`69 richard t. Bourdon 

`69 James N. & carol yearing  
 scarborough 

`69 Fred wolpert 

`69 anne w. Morrison 

`69 david H. Filbert 

`69 Frederick G. & Lois Binley Ludman 

`69 Edwin L. wisseman 

`69 robert F. Fischer 

`70 robert w. Kinney 

`70 william a. & sandra v. Podgorski 

`70 Fiore M. Jr. & theresa Picciotti  
 celano 

`70 william J. & ann taylor tansey 

`70 Michael & catherine v. censurato 

`71 Frederick w. & Mary Jean  
 walnock Polaski 

`71 reza F. & susan Mitchell Moqtaderi 

`71 Glenn L. Hanna 

`71 Enrique E. antezana 

`71 david J. & susan Breen Bailey 

`71 Mark J. donald 

`71 donald r. ritter 

`72 diane Bjornson Keighley &  
 robert Keighley 

`72 James H. art 

`72 arthur r. diNicola 

`72 scott t. Jednacz 

`72 robert H. & Francine s. Freedman 

`72 George J. & Molly H. Gard 

`72 George K. & Lorraine  
 rzewnicki Lacsny 

`73 charles E. & constance t. Joanedis 

`73 donald r. rice 

`73 robert w. & Lynne adams Bloom 

`73 Lenn c. daugherty 

`73 young-Kil & susan M. Kim 

`73 steven r. Kiss 

`74 Lauri r. & Marilyn Pyle 

`74 John s. Burns III

`74 Paul J. anderson 

`74 Larry L. shafer 

`74 Paul F. Pustolski 

`75 Laurence I. & anda  
 Lidums Levinson 

`75 James w. Jr. & Pamela Ellis crichton 

`75 samuel a. Hewes 

`75 steven I. shukow 

`75 Ellen Fletcher & richard a. Benedict 

`76 terry L. & Kelly carmine stuchlik 

`76 Mark o. LeFevre 

`76 Edward F. & susan s. Kowalski 

`76 James M. radka 

`76 wayne B. Ericksen 

`77 Gerald G. weaver II &  
 cynthia a. Heldt 

`77 dale w. & Barbara  
 thielemann wilson 

`77 Kenneth r. & Jill B. waeber 

`77 william J. Merlini 

`77 Geoffrey a. Bidlack 

`77 Mark P. & Ellen Martus Hepp 

`77 Kenneth J. & catherine  
 Pembroke Hines 

`77 Edwin M. warren 

`77 Mark E. wylie 

`78 stephen c. & Nina r. Hemberger 

`78 John c. & celia Hendrix Huber 

`78 Joseph P. smiley 

`78 James E. McGraw 

`78 richard a. & anne schulte Biddle 

`78 david G. tennent 

`79 steven J. Krinsky 

`79 william c. & Barbara  
 Harrington records 

`79 Kenneth w. Harwanko 

`79 carter M. & roslyn K. Ledeker 

`79 Guy s. & Nancy williams Mccarthy 

`79 richardson d. McKelvie 

`79 Jennifer watt Pyle & Harvey B. Pyle 

`79 Evelyn crowl tucker &  
 r. Martin tucker 

`79 Edward J. & Mary Johnson coyle 

`80 richard B. & susan Heston stickel 

`80 ralph M. & Jill L. Nigro 

`80 Mark E. conroy 

`80 Mark w. & Mary B. Hopkins 

`80 Joseph a. Jr. & Peggy  
 christy Marsilii 

`80 ted rausch 

`80 Barry M. seidenstat 

`80 M. Jeffrey & clara a. willey 

`81 John I. Hudson 

`81 robert a. Jurf & Julie Bischoff-Jurf 

`81 Mark J. Heller 

`81 Mark E. & Laurie Bair deckers 

`81 Eric F. Griesinger 

`81 daniel P. & Nancy skibicki Meier 

`82 stephen s. & Joann sheaffer vinson 

`82 John a. Firgau II

`82 thomas M. Golden 

`82 Mirek Golebiowski 

`82 John r. Lombardo 

`82 Jeffrey w. Foulk 

`82 Michael H. Jacobson 

`82 charles r. vining 

`83 william J. Jr. & Jan Patterson taylor 

`83 Jon G. rowe 

`83 Joseph d. Giordano 

`83 sassan Hejazi 

`83 douglas K. schehr 

`83 angelo Grillo 

`83 dean r. cave 

`83 charles w. Pell 

`83 Michael B. Emery Jr.

`83 John w. & Ellen york Hopkins 

`84 Kenneth s. & Jennifer davis solon 

`84 steven w. Zorrer 

`84 Kathleen alaburda deangelis 

`84 Mark a. Maurer 

`84 Elizabeth Boelhouwer werner 

`85 James w. sloan 

`85 Paul J. Manning 

`85 dominick Jr. & Patrice L. Perfetti 

`85 Balvinder singh 

`85 robert J. Hollingsworth 

`85 darrell c. & adrienne o. Kelly 

`86 david s. & carolyn suggs  
 diefenderfer 

`86 danilo r. salameda &  
 Patricia M. Moore 

`86 Brendan J. & Lori  
 coonahan o’toole 

`86 alan w. & robin a. Flenner 

`86 william K. Jr. & Karen  
 shukaitis Harris 

`86 daniel M. Maguire 

`86 donald J. & Michele Pokoiski Bridge 

`86 Michael v. vari 

`87 Gary N. & Lisa rowan Peterson 

`87 thomas c. & Mary sauers Embley 

`87 Martha Meaney Murray 

`87 Matthew a. & susan  
 sowter stauffer 

`87 adria M. Garhart 

`87 ann dungan reimers 

`88 John c. Gooden 

`88 Patricia a. derick

`88 Howard J. & robin strassner Zwick 

`88 robert s. & carol a. taylor 

`89 John M. III & Lynne a. Fletcher 

`89 stephen E. rosenberger 

`89 James B. & Laura taylor smoker 

`90 Kenneth s. dominy 

`90 Jonathan r. stahl 

`90 John s. Mcwilliams 

`90 Jamie Hirsch Linton &  
 Michael F. Linton 

`90 scott t. Holmes 

`90 Keith r. Jamison 

`90 thomas r. Masino Jr.

`90 Eugene t. Jr. & Mary w.  
 camponeschi 

`91 sean M. & christine  
 terpenning Foster 

`91 andrew E. Lovejoy 

`91 william w. & Michele carney  
 Michalcewiz 

`91 Kevin J. & Lisa Niedbala cresswell 

`91 John a. & christy snyder  
 McGeehan 

`92 Joan Greaves Messick &  
 steven J. Messick 

`92 Maurice d. Lecompte 

`93 James & carmel J. despirito 

`93 Miguel a. & Michelle  
 Bower rodriguez-Labarca 

`93 vincent G. & Laura semian Basilio 

`93 christian d. Mathe 

`94 daniel K. Blake 

`95 Hashem omar 

`96 Matthew J. Mccartney 

`96 Brent L. King 

`96 scott d. Mishler 

`96 richard s. Feltman 

`96 Jeffrey a. wineholt sr.

`96 darlene Gorton Bergener 

`96 christopher P. & Nicole  
 Krupp donohue 

`97 Jerome c. Posatko Jr.

`97 da-Jie yang 

`97 Leslie Hersh crane 

`99 B. sean Gallagher 

`99 Noel a. Goldstein 

`99 Xiaochun Xu Fisher 

`99 alan J. starr 

`99 allison Martin Bristow 

`00 Jeffrey r. & Mary Heitzmann Focht 

`00 Matthew P. spencer 

`00 Edwin F. & christine Bavaro  
 Hopkins 

`00 david G. Henderson &  
 Kristin L. Betschel 

`01 Jennifer M. Buckley 

`02 wilson F. & silvia Pineda steele 

`02 roopesh Mathur 

`03 silvia steele

`03 dirk P. veenema 

`04 yongxing Hao 

`04 randall t. sleight 

`04 Lauren E. McIlwain 

`05 John r. Eisenbrey III

`06 Eric J. Busillo 

`06 Michael a. Klein 

`06 andrew c. davison &  
 Elizabeth Hahn davision 

`06 Brian v. Hufe 

`07 vincent t. uathavikul 

`07 olin K. Biddy 

`08 Benjamin I. Binder-Macleod 

`08 daniel J. Gempesaw 

`08 Megan a. Keenan

`08 adam G. Konneker 

`08 Eric s. Persak

`08 travis r. Pincoski 

`09 andrew d. Bowen 

`09 alicia M. demarco

`09 John J. Gangloff 

`09 raymond a. Mccauley 

`09 andrew K. obrien

`09 Ji c. ryu 

`09 John J. artes

`09 thomas M. craig 

`09 Kristen P. domboski

`09 christopher s. Gale 

`09 Jarrett J. Guma 

`09 anne E. Martin

`09 Jeffrey J. Meyer 

`09 robert s. Moglia 

`09 Michael a. Morton 

`09 david c. Palma

`09 courtney E. Barkey

`09 Jacqueline r. Fose
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 david w. & Elizabeth a. schuck 

 Lee E. Murch 

 william J. & susan G. Mattern 

 robert F. & Mary E. Mauro 

 david a. & robin a. McNamara 

 cheryl M. Pulley 

 Michael a. & Joanne L. williams
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